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CLIL =Contents and Language Integrate Learning
LINGUATECH
Let’s imagine, 
somebody teaching at the university,
and suddenly, 
he is asked to teach in a foreign language  ,
same content, same level... 
WHAT would the lecturer wish?
WHAT ld d i h?
+  RESOURCES
+  SUPPORT wou stu ents w s
LINGUATECH-RIMA-UPC   (> 20 professors,  > 6 departments)
(Research Group in Multilingual Scientific and Technological Communication)
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Let’s imagine again, 
we are teaching, 
and today is time to ... 
...to solve a 2nd grade equation acbb 42 
by using the formula: a2
Words?     Symbols?
SYMBOLS  are for  writting,  and we are talking!
How to read symbolic language? 
And we need to say it in the FOREIGN LANGUAGE!
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TOOL  - Common  framework:  DIGITAL  CAMPUS  
based  on  MOODLE
Not only repository !     




• make easy the analysis of results
• spend a lot of time to prepare questions
• to evaluate
• to detect difficulties
t  i  l i
spend some time to prepare questionnaires
spend few time to run questionnaires
• o mprove earn ng
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native/non native,   
• powerful as  
LEARNING TOOL!
How to learn to read symbolic language?
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MULTILINGUAL FORMULAE , http://mformulae.epsem.upc.edu/
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USERS – collaborative work ! 
(propose formulas or speechs, correct, record, …) 
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MULTILINGUAL FORMULAE , http://mformulae.epsem.upc.edu/
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